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ulation about a final college
turing plan may now be put
after Eastern President David
announced Wednesday his
rsement of a four-college
I recommended by Barbara
provost and vice president for
ic affairs.
s' model now sets the stage
1he elimination of two of
em's six colleges. If Jorns'
cturi ng plan is approved by
Board of Governors al its June
meeting in Springfield, Eastern's
lege of Health, Physical
tion and Recreation and the
e of Applied Sciences would
· inated.
ou can say this was a commitriven model," Jorns said.
gh I recognize thal this has
a difficult and t:ime-consumprocess, I believe that the final
will prove to be of significant
t to che university."
's model called for the creof four new colleges: Natural
Social Sciences. Lumpkin

College of Business and
Technology, Arts and Humanities,
and Education and Professional
Studies.
College consolidation wal'> rt:l:ommended by Eastern 's Council on
University Planning and Budget in
February as part of its goal to reallocate $1.6 million of Eastern 's
internal budget for fiscal year 1994.
Consolidation is expected to save
around $300,000 from cuts in
deans• operating budgets and elimination of two deans' offices and
salaries.
If the Board of Governors,
Eastem's governing body. approves Mary Sulhard. (left) a sophomore graphic design major, and Pascale Pinter, a senior graphic design and stuHill's model, a transition committee dio art major, steady a piece of work as instructor Denise Rehm-Mott takes pictures to copy the work onto
will be formed to oversee the con- slides for her printmaking class Wednesday afternoon ou1side the Fine Arts building.
solidation of Eastern 's six colleges
into four. The reorganized colleges
must be in place by July I. the
beginning of the new fiscal year.
today, but I want to emphasize it's would be overshadowed by the
By JOHN FERAK
Hill and the academic affairs Administration ecfrtor
not over until it's over," said BOO slate's major universities Jike the
department will be responsible for
spokeswoman Michelle Brazell. University of Illinois and Southern
working with the deans of the four
The state House Higher "We did make a concerted effon to Illinois University.
colleges to make cutbacks in oper- Education Committee Wednesday defeat Senate Bill 987 because of
Kustra said the outcome of
ating budgets to arrive at the voted down a state Senate bill call- the many flaws in the plan."
Wednesday's vote indicates the
$300,000 in projected savings.
ing for the dissolution of the Board
The Board of Governors over- plan may resurface when House
of Governors and the Board of sees Eastern, Western, Chicago Speaker Michael Madigan, 0• Continued on page 2
Regents and replacing both with State, Governors State and 0ricago, meets with other political
local governing boards at each of Northeastern Illinois universities. leaders to make last-minute deals.
the eight state universities they The BOR oversees Illinois State,
"Speaker Madigan can't ignore
oversee.
Northern and Sangamon State uni- the fact that he had members callIn a largely partisan vote, the versities.
ing from these telephones asking to
education committee refused to
Lt Gov. Bob Kustra, chief pro- be taken off the hook," Kustra said
advance the Republican-backed ponent of the overhaul plan, said "He had more than one saying,
resignation ultimatum is bad tim- plan to reform the state's higher abolishing the boards would save 'Don't do this to me; this is a good
ing in that the Student Govern- education governance structure. more than $1 million. Opponents piece of legislation."'
1be Senate-approved bill received argued the plan to switch from two
State Rep. David Wirsing, Rment elections are over.
only nine of the required 10 votes governing boards to a trustee board DeKalb, said, "It's very dishearten"You don't change the rules in
the middle of the game," Neu- needed to send the bill to the House for each school would be moving ing when I bear virtually every
bureaucracy rather than eliminating
mann said. "It's not right and it's floor for a vote.
"It
was
a
very
positive
sign
it
and predicted small colleges
• Continued on page 2
not fair."
However, the senate voted in
favor of a second resolution creating a committee to review the
Student Government and ApporFred Eckhard, spokesman for the U.N. peace negoMOUNT JAHORINA, Bosnia-He17.egovina (AP) tionment Board bylaws concerning the issue. The bylaw review The Bosnian Serb parliament began debating a U.N. tiators, said last week they would not go back to square
committee will be appointed by peace plan for Bosnia on Wednesday, but was consider- one to reformulate the plan.
The Tanjug news agency said the parliament would
ing attaching conditions that would likely be rejected
the senate speaker in the fall.
give "conditional acceptance" to the plan, meaning it
Kathy Lockie. UB special by the United Nations.
U.N. rejection of the parliament's conditions would expected the conditions being debated by the deputies
events coordinator, said she
threaten
NATO plans to send up to 75,000 peacekee~ would be endorsed.
agreed it would be unfair to ask
The conditions being considered by the parliament
ers
to
war-tom
Bosnia to enforce peace, and could lead
Wood to resign from one of his
also demand the withdrawal of regular Croatian troops
positions in Student Government to military intervention by the United States.
The parliament meeting, which opened Wednesday, from Bosnia. the banning of NATO flights over Bosnia
or the UB Homecoming Comis
seen as the last obstacle to sening the peace plan in and the right to self-determination and subsequent posmittee.
motion
and bringing an end to the year-long war. which sible merger of Serb-held lands with Yugoslavia
"This is really absurd," Lockie
Earlier, the leader of the Bosnian Serbs told defiant
said. "Why wasn't this brought has left 134,000 missing or dead.
deputies
they must accept the plan or face military
In
Washington,
a
Clinton
administration
official
up when he ran for the position?"
reprisals
by
the West.
expressed
concern
over
the
conditions,
saying
they
Senate member Lance Phillips.
"Either
we
accept this plan, or we can expect fierce
were
impossible
for
the
United
States
to
accept.
He
co-author of the resolution, said
attacks by NATO forces," said the leader, Radovan
the intent of the resolution was to spoke on condition of anonymity.
The nine conditions debated into the night by the 75 Karadzic, who accepted the plan at a weekend peace
prevent the special interests of
deputies
of the self-styled parliament involve key Serb conference in Greece.
future Student Government finanPresident Clinton has called for military measures
demands
already rejected during arduous negotiations
cial vice presidents from influagainst the Serbs if they back away from a settlement
among the warring Serbs, Croats and Muslims.
encing the vote of a budget.
The conditions include a demand for Serb-held areas The plan calls for air strikes against Serb artillery and a
"Blake's name is not in this
to
be linked and a demand for changes in the proposal lifting of an arms embargo on Bosnia's Muslim governresolution," Phillips said. "This
to
divide
Bosnia into 10 semi-autonomous provinces.
ment
resolution is dealing with an
Premier Constantine Mitsotakis of Greece, Serbia's
The creation of the provinces is the keystone of the
issue, a principal, a conflict of
peace
plan
drafted
by
U.N.
envoy
Cyrus
Vance
and
EC
interest."
envoy Lord Owen.
• Continued on pa~e 2

Copy work

House panel kills BOG kill bill

enate votes down
signation req~est
CHRISTINE STARR
Student Senate Wednesday
down a resolution calling
Student Government
cial Vice President-elect
Wood's resignation from
of his two current positions.
ood was elected financial
president in the April 21
ent Government elections,
was appointed University
Homecoming Committee
an last fall.
o resolutions were written
r some senate members
·eved a conflict of interest
d develop if Wood continued
Id both positions.
be senate's financial vice
· ent also serves as the chairof !he Apportionment Board,
"ch allocates student fee
ey to recognized student
anizations such as the
ecoming Committee. The
corning Committee budget
be approved by the AB and
1e11ate.
lso, the AB chairman is a
voting member of the Apporent Board, but he has the
iding vote in the event of a

ock.
te member Luke Neumann
although he agrees some
e is needed, giving Wood a

Bosnia to debate U.N. peace plan
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FROM PAGE ONE

Jorns
• From page one
Under HiJl 's model. the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences would be split into the
College of Natural Arts and the College of
Arts and Humanities. During the restructuring
process, a petition was circulated by the faculty
of LAS which asked the administration "to
keep the college intact no matter what fi nal
model was chosen."
"We would have liked to have stayed
intact," said Alan Baharlou, professor geology/geography and organizer of the petition. "I
can see we will try to work better with the
other colleges as a result of this decision. We
will support it and make it work."
H ill said her model was based on the
Academic Area Restructuring Committee's
green model. She said some of the factors that

figured into her decision included curricular
and departmental affinity. Other considerations
were faculty and equipment sharing, faculty
research interests and projected trends in aca·
demic disciplines.
"U we could have kept LAS intact. that
would have been fine," said Jon Laible, dean
of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. ''If
a four-college model were chosen, I think
Hill's model was more realistic in reaching
deparnnental affinity and college balance than
the Council of Deans' model.
''The decision now has been made. We're
going to find a way to make it work.'' Laible
added.
·'All of us were concerned about the restructuring process," Baharlou said. " It involved
doing more with less ... David Joms' recommendation was similar to the restructuring

committee's.
"Some faculty members had questions about
the restructuring committee and having nonfaculty members serve on the committee. but
faculty will slowly learn to trust the system. I
think it 's great that Vice President Hill is
allowing individual departments to appeal the
decision of the final model."
The new deans under the four-college format would be Jon Laible. College of Natural
and Social Sciences; Ted lvarie, L umpkin
College of Business and Technology; and
C ha rles Joley, College of Education and
Professional Studies. James Johnson, acting
dean of the College of Fine Arts, would be the
acting dean of the College of Arts and
Humanities unnl a national candidate search is
conducted.

House
+ From page one
member of this committee say the process needs to be corrected. but no
one wants to come forward with the correct votes needed to move us in
that direction."
Senate Bill 987. which was sponsored by state Sen. Aldo DeAngelis,
R-Olympia Fields, passed by an overwhelming majority of 37-18 in the
Senate on April 16. The Senate is controlled by a 32-27 by Republicans.
The House is controlled 67-5 1 by Democrats, who were largely

against the measure.
"I understand there are still other options in terms of amendments that
can be made to the bill," said Mack Hollowell, BOG member and
Charleston resident. "I feel there will probably be a compromise made.
What you have to think about is that the Democrats may want to make a
deal with Gov. Edgar."

- The Associated Press contributed to this report.

Bosnia
• From page one
only Western friend in the past two years. also
was on hand to try to end Bosnia's year-old
war.
"Don't commit suicide," he said. "Vote for
peace." Despite such pressure, a hard-line
mood prevailed in this ski resort in the hills
southeast of Sarajevo.
The deputies accorded even Serbian
President Slobodan Milosevic. their main
patron and anns supplier. scant applause.
Milosevic urged a "vote for peace." But
many depucies - perhaps a majority - say their
victories and bloodshed would be in \ain if

they caved in to outside pressure.
Miroslav Toholj. information minister in the
self-declared Bosnian Serb government. said
the Americans "are only bluffing" and will
never intervene.
A reporter questioning 16 of 75 deputies
present found only one in favor, and even he
admitted that most colleagues were against.
'TU vote for peace. War suits profiteers,
criminals and fools," said Milan Tesic. a
deputy from the multi-ethnic central Bosnian
town of Tuzla.
But Deputy Vojo Bcric. a Serb guardsman
in battle often over the past year, vowed, "We
will never live 1ogcthcr with Muslim~ and
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NEWS STAFF

Editor In

WAS HINGTON (AP)
Lawmakers engaged in a shoutin&
match at a House hearing W~
nesday on allowing gays to
in the military, reflecting thee
tional divisions and growing
sion in Congress over the issue.
The incident on the second
of House Armed Services C
mittee hearings on President ·
ton's efforts to end the prohibi ·
marked the second time in 1
than a week that the issue
touched off an angry exchange.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., c
man of the Senate Armed S
Committee, a nd Sen. Edw
Kennedy, D-Mass., clashed 1
Friday.
More than an hour into a re
tively rancor-free House h
Rep. Stephen Buyer, R-Ind., q
tioned the relevance of testi
from police and fire depart
officials on integrating gays ·
their unib and said ending the
is not a question of civil rights.
Rep. Nei l Abercrombie.
Hawaii, incerrupted, asking Bu
to yield him time to speak.
"No. l will not," Buyer
wered.
"l didn 'c think so." Abef
crombie responded.
"Well, I don't have much ·
here," Buyer pointed out
"You don't make much se
either." Abercrombie shot back.
The commenc couched off
loud, chaotic exchange involvi
several other committee mem
that lasted less than a minute
ended with Abercrombie shouc'
above the din. derisively. ''
military and civil rights do
together, pal. ..

SHO'W 'YO'llfl( AfOAf 'I1fYI'I'YO'll. C.9li('E!

ALPHA PHI

o!n~

Croats again. And we will never give up our
territories, regardless of the threats from the
West." The reversal of support from the
Greeks and Serbians was not the only
reminders of Western influence. Before the
arrival of Milosevic, an F-16 fighter jet
swooped low.
American and Danish F-16s are part of a
NATO contingent monitoring a no-fly zone
over Bosnia imposed by the United Nations.
Serb forces have captured 70 percent of
Bosnia-Herzegovina in some of the bloodiest
fighting in Europe since World War II. battling
against v. hat they believe would be subjugation to an Islamic state run by Muslims.
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Mayor and
council
seek city's
responses
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor

wn Merritt, (left) a junior psychology major, kicks a hackey sack as Ryan .\.faley. a senior recreation major, looks on Wednesday afternoon
Gram street.

ating well important during finals
s finals draw near, Eastem's
ered dietitian said proper eathabits are more important now
ever to help students perform
best on final exams.
e Pragner, who is finishing
fir.;t year as Eastern·s first regd dietitian, said finals week
ally a stressful time for stu• and that not eating properly
only add to that stress.
"When you are stressed out,

you tend to loose your appetite
and then you don't eat. but not eating adds more stress to your body,
so it's a viscious circle,'' Pragner
said.
"I've seen a lot of people get
sick during finals from poor eating
habits," she added.
Pragner offered some healthy
eating tips for students on during
finals. She said students should
first eat as many "real meals" in a
day as possible.
''It's imponant to eat meals that
offer complex carbohydrates and

proteins." she said.
Pragner said she realizes during
finals week students living in the
residence halls tend to stay away
from the dinning services. One of
the reasons is because of the lack
of a planned menu and the practice
of serving leftovers during that
final week.
"That's one reason, but I think
it's also because students have the
perception that it will be disgusting. so they don't go." she said. "J
realize that everybody's tastes are
different, but there's always

peanut butter and jelly. or just eat
from the salad bar."
Pragner urged students to not
only go to residence halls' dining
services to get a 'real meal,' but
also to use that meal time to relax.
"Eating should be a time that
you slow down, take time out and
enjoy,'' she said. "Going to dining
services with your friends gives
you a chance to do that."
For students who don't eat or
choose not to eat in the residence
halls, Pragner suggested they find
alternatives other than fast food.

ew bill to give IBHE member voting rights
bill that would allow the Illinois Board of
Education student representative voting
es is in its final stages after clearing one
state Legislature's procedural hurdles last
state Senate Higher Education Committee
· ously approved sending the bill to the
ate for consideration. The bill was sponin the House of Representatives by state
Laurel Prussing, 0-Urbana. and passed by
majority of bipartisan suppon.
·s bill is not going to have a major impact
IBHE voting process," Prussing said. "It's
· g to have student members on the IBHE
not have exclusive voting rights just like all
r board members."
Hodel, deputy director of the IBHE, said
student representative does vote on IBHE
, but the individual's vote is only a formal

expression of his or her opinion and does not
count in the voting tally.
"A student member can do anything any other
board member can do," said Hodel. citing an
e;w;ample of attending executive board sessions.
Hodel said one of the reasons the bill was
introduced was because of the intelligent testimony of past student representatives who served
on the board.
The board has jurisdiction over 12 Illinois
public universities and 40 community colleges.
It sits directly above the Board of Governors,
Board of Regents and the Illinois Community
College Board in the state's higher education
governance structure. The IBHE reports directly
to the General Assembly.
'The Legislature in the past bas included student representatives," said IBHE spoke:>woman
Debra Smitley, referring to the Board of
Governors having student representatives from
each of the schools it oversees. "We have had a
student on our board for sometime."

Smitley said the IBHE is expecting a vote on
the bill by May 21.
"To the degree of bipartisan suppon the bill
received. it does look favorable to pass at this
point," Smitley said, adding that the Senate's
Higher Education unanimously approved sending the bill to the full Senate for a vote.
Although many observers have said that even
if the student representative gains the voting
privilege, the measure will be largely symbolic
because it will be only student vote on the 16member board.
"Student representatives have made a difference on our board," Smitley said. "I think it's
important to remember that they are involved in
making motions and discussing items before the
board."
Smitley said that although the IBHE is not
responsible for setting tuition rates for the state
universities, the student representative is actively
involved in developing the operating budget for
the univer.;ities.

Charleston Mayor Dan
Cougill and city commissioners
said Tuesday they arc seeking
increased communication with
city residents.
At their regular meeting
Tuesday, each city council member stated what he wants to
accomplish over the next four
years. They all stressed the need
for residents to come forth with
new ideas and suggestions.
Cougill said he is thankful for
the support and comments he
received during the campaign
and hopes the feedback will continue.
"l know we are all committed
to work with each other and do
what's best for you folks." he
said.
The mayor also said he wants
residents to be patient when they
call a council member about a
problem and are told 10 wait for
a response. Council members
may want spend some time
researching a problem before
getting back to the individual
wi1h the complaint. he said.
"We wanl to hear what you
feel are the major concerns in
the community,·· said Commissioner Gene Scholes.
Scholes said 1he council
intends to be a representative
body which will formulate a
long-term plan for the city.
He said community input
would allow the council to
establish a list of priorities.
From there, issues would then be
dealt with in order of their
urgency.
"I've got a tough job ahead of
me the next four years to prove I
am worthy of (the great deal of
election support),'' said Commissioner Greg Stewart.
"We need community involvement. That's the way to make a
community great," he added.
Commissioner John Winnett
said if someone can't reach any
of the other council members, he
would be available.
"I am easy to get in touch
with," he said. "If you can't find
one commissioner, you can
al ways look me up."
After Tuesday's city council
meeting, Cougill opened the
floor to hear responses and said
each meeting would seek comments from those present at the
close of the agenda.
Only one person spoke Tuesday from the 20 audience members. who consisted mostly of
city employees.
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Clinton's remarks are a bully's tacti
Discussing politics is definitely
not my cup of tea, my forte or my
last train to Clarksville (you can
meet me at the station). In fact, the
only activity and experience I have
had in the realm of politics is writing a letter to former President
Carter's brother, Billy, concerning
the location of the nearest Billy
Beer retail outlet.
Recently, however, something in
the wonderful world of political
yammerings stirred my personal Winders
interest and allowed me to, if I
may, harken back to those days of yesteiyear (However,
not necessarily in a doud of dust with a hearty "Hi-Ho
Silver... away" - unless, of course, this leads you to
greater column reading-enjoyment).
This past Saturday, our nation's dassy First Man, Bill
Clinton, allowed himself to cross over the usual bounds
of presidential decorum and attempted to brand syndicated talk show host Rush Limbaugh a racist
In remarks made Saturday at the White House
Correspondents' Dinner, - a fine setting for one to stick
one's foot In one's mouth and get full press coverage Bill remarked on the defense of Attorney General Janet
Reno by Rush on his radio program.
Reno was attacked verbally by Michigan Rep. John
Conyers Oller her handling of the Waco cult fiasco. Bill
stated that the only reason Rush came to Reno's aid was
"she was attacked by a black guy."
In attempting to brand Rush a racist, Ointon showed
his own personal insensitivity by even taking the possibility Into consideration. It meant nothing to Rush that
Conyers was black, but It sure as hell meant something to
Bill.
Watching the dip of Ointon addressing the crowd of
journalists and attacking Limbaugh, I could faintly see Bill

J.A.

Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1993

As school ends,
major decisions
remain unmade
As the school year ends, several campus
questions are left unanswered. Decisions about
changes in the Textbook Rental system, who
will be vice president for student affairs and
details about college consolidation will be
made during the semester break or during the
summer.
The problem is, few people will be around to
hear the outcome.
Because of this, administration now has an
extra responsibility to keep students informed
about these important issues, especially
Textbook Rental.
End-of-semester decl...................._ ... sions about college consolidation and the hiring of a vice president for
student affairs are understandable because they
are for the most part unavoidable. However,
Textbook Rental is one issue that should have
been decided by now. It has been over a
month since the Textbook Rental Advisory
Committee issued to jorns five recommendations to alter the present rental system.
During that time, administrators managed to
complete all the final steps in formulating a farmore-complex college consolidation plan, but
the Textbook Rental issue, which is of more
interest to students, has apparently disappeared into Old Main without a trace.
The students deserve to know before leaving
campus what changes, if any, are being
planned; they shouldn't find out next fall when
they get to the checkout desk at Textbook
Rental.
Because jorns' has been slow to decide the
issue, any findings sent out at this late date
have been stripped of much of their value.
Most of the students and teachers will be off
campus so Textbook Rental will not be subject
to discussion and review by the full Student
Senate, the entire student and faculty body or
review by the student media.
Unless the administration sends out a letter
telling students what has been decided - which
is hardly adequate but the only viable option at
this point - students won't know what to
expect next year.
This Is hardly a responsible way to have
treated an issue as important to students as
textbook rental.

slowly changing into the Randy Quaid character from
National Lampoon's · vacation" films - the tactless,
A-Belt slacks-wearing brother-in-law with a beer In
hand, the remote control in the other and his foot Ii
placed in his mouth.
In grammar school lingo. Bill is nothing but a •
bully-head" (All grammar school insults should have
suffix -head attached to add maximum effect - see
butt-head and booger-head).
In all of our grammar school and junior high
tences, we each had the same four individuals wal
the halls of our different schools - "the fat kid," "the
who never reached puberty and remained threetall," "the beautiful person," and " the tough kid/ bully."
'The fat kid" grew up - and out - and always
up playing football at some major college institution
earning a degree in Sea Monkey Studies or whatever
core dasswork major colleges require of their athletes.
'The kid who never reached puberty" remained
and went into law enforcement his hometown with
always-productive "I'll show them attitude" and con
ues to this day making ridiculous traffic stops and
lessly beating those people who made fun of him early
life.

"The beautiful person" went on to college where he
she majored in a business-related field and ran for
student senate so he or she could "help people" a.00/i
possibly "listen to the concerns of the student body."
And then there was "the bully." He or she is the
who ended up struggling through anything that dkln
require a firm physical pounding of another indlvld
and either ended up playing In the NHL or moving
bags of cement. But it looks like one slipped on thf
and set himself up to be a bully icon, a bully to be
above the rest, a bully for the ages.

].A. Winders is features editor and a regular columnist
The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

Why art thou silent and
~~~~invisible?

William Blake

Your turn

Spillway frolic
is a dangerous
photo to show
Dear editor:
I was appalled when I saw the
picture on pages four and five the
latest issue of the Warbler. It was
yet another photograph of students
sliding down the spillway at Lake
Charleston. There were such photographs in last year's yearbook as
well. Has anyone forgotten that
playing on the spillway Is illegal
and that It caused the drowning of
one of our fellow students, John
Bauer, on April 17, 19927 This
activity should not be glorified or
condoned by anyone, especially by
our university publications. Besides,
why was there a photo of this Illegal activity in the yearbook and not
a memorlal page to John Bauer? If
we are going to show illegal and
dangerous activities as fun and
acceptable , let's have a photo-

graphic spread of the underage
drinkers, cocaine users and rapists
of Eastern in next year's Warbler.
Granted these crimes may be of a
different sort than playing on the
spillway, but they are all against the
law. When the lives of our friends
and fellow students are at stake,
shouldn't we try to be more sensitive and try to protect those lives
by not glamorizing illegal and
deadly activities?

Students make
Walk-a-thon a
big fund raiser
Kevin Prince

Dear editor:
On May 2, Eastern students
joined Eastern President David
jorns In helping to prevent birth
defects at the annual March of
Dimes Walk America. Thanks to this
joint effort from the students, staff
and administration of Eastern, the
Coles County walk was one of the

most successful in the state.
A special thanks to the Int
fraternity Council , the Panhel
Council. all the fraternities
sororities and the many other o
nizatlons that participated in
event. The walk allowed stud
to join this year's honorary
person , jorns, in a 6-mile walk
thon to support the March of DI
mission which Is to prevent b
defects through community se
advocacy. research and educa
On behalf of the five babies
are born with AIDS every day.
the hundreds of babies who
exposed to cocaine in the
and on behalf of the thousands
babies who are born with bl
defects every year, thank you
supporting the March of DI
Birth Defects foundation. Your
port will help change these
statistics.
Walk America for the March
Dimes will help prevent bl
defects In our community and
munities nationwide.
M.tthewG
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ity recycling may be in place by fall
Charleston and Mauoon may
e a curbside recycling pickup
in place by Sept. I.
Len Guthrie. the local hauling
vision manager for Laidlaw
te Systems Inc.. said several
'ons must be answered before
program is implemented.
luding how much the program
cost and who will fund it.
"Right now (the company) wants
see the program started but is
· · g to see what the local interis." he said.
If the curbside recycling program
adopted. residents in Charleston
Mattoon who participate would
1ve boxes to deposit all their
clables in.
The program would allow resi-

dents to recycle aluminum, three
types of glass and ne\\sprint.
However, Laidlaw cannot recycle plastic. In the future. Guthrie
said the company hopes to recycle
certain kinds of plastics such as
those found in milk jugs and pop
bottles.
A filled box would be placed in
front of the resident's home for
pickup once a week. The driver of
the company's recycling truck
would sort the material.
The pickups would be separate
from Laidlaw's regular trash pickups and Guthrie said he did not
know if the all the pickups would
occur on the same day.
He said people who do not use
La1dla\\ '.; trash hauling service
could still have their recyclables
picked up.
Laidlaw would provide the initial

capital to get the program started.
Guthrie said.
When Guthrie addressed the
Earth Society of Charleston about
possible ways to fund the pick-up
program. they cited two possibilities. One option may be to charge
customers who use the service.
Another option would be to use
funds from the sale of the recyclable materials.
Guthrie said the second option is
unlikely since the recycling industry provides little or no proliLo;. He
said the program. if funded in this
fashion, may not break even.
He said he has approached Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill about the
possibility of having the city subsidize the program.
A large warc.:house under consttuction at the L1idlaw facility on
Illinois Route 316 west of Char-

leston would serve to store the
materials. The storage building was
planned as an office and maintenance building before the curbside
program idea came up. Guthrie said
construction of the building should
be completed in about six weeks.
The city of Bolingbrook. a community of about 44,000 residents in
the northwest suburbs of Chicago.
has had a pick-up service for its
recyclable goods in place for scveral years. Bolingbrook recycles aluminum, glass. newsprint and two
types of plastic.
Kathline Cambell. head of
Bolingbrook\ finance department.
said pick-up for Bolingbrook 's
13.500 homes costs the town $2.10
per house per month. The waste
disposal company that recycles for
Bolingbrook is Crown Disposal. a
firm in McCook.

SU changes name Fewer students apply
Whal was formerly known as
Hi panic Student Union is hopfor greater recognition and an
rease in group membership
e it changed its organizational
e to the Latino American
nt Organization.
The group has been known as
H1~panic Student Union since it
first fonned in Apnl 1991. The
change "':h made Tuesday.
New LASO President Tony
z said the name change was
as an effort to make Latino
nts who are not considered
ic more comfortable being a
oflhc organization.
e tcnn •Hispanic' has to do
ongin," Perez said. "The term

does not cover all Latinos because
a lot of Latinos are not Hispanic."
Perez said the organization felt
the HSU acronym excluded too
many people.
.. We really wanted to get the
word ·union' out of our name,"
Perez said. "With our old name. it
sounded like the organization only
wanted to unite Hispanics. Yes. we
do want to unite Hispanics. but we
also want other people to come and
be a pan of our group."
Perez said another reason for the
name change was to make the
organization more familiar to students.
"A lot of people on this campus
don't even know we exist. and we
thought LASO would be an easier
(acronym) to remember," Perez
said.

tudents to perform
lassical music pieces
Some of the Eastern music
rtment 's top students will
orm classical pieces at the
ual University/Community
erto Concert at 7:30 p.m.
y in Dvorak Concert Hall
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
lThe performance, which is
ed to last about one-and-ahours, will be followed by a
tion in the Dvorak Concert
lobb).
student soloists who wiJI
orm Thursday evening incpianist Christopher Youstra.
wi II perform Beethoven's
ano Concerto No. 3 in C

ED'S~

ONIGHT -~~
10oz-QB's
20oz-50¢

Id Style Light
$1 50 P~chers
$1 00 Mixer's

minor Rondo"; Susan Crane. a
soprano. will be performing
"V'Adoro Pupille" from "Julius
Caesar."
Other performances include:
flutist Jennifer Long performing
"11.;ight Soliloquy" by Kent
Kennan; Jason Morris. a baritone.
performing "Dio Possente" from
"Faust"; pianist Kimberly Roberts
perfonning "Piano Concerto No.
2 in D minor"; and pianist Andrea
Jenkins performing "Piano Concerto No. 3 Allegretto."
The students' classes range
from sophomore to graduate
assistant.
As a finale. the students will
perform "Les Preludes" with the
University/Community Orchestra.

Gt

G1

Gt

By AMY CARNES
As ofApnl 21, 4.400 students
currently enrolled or amicipat·
ing enrollment at Ea!>tem had
submitted applications for financial nid for the 1993-94 sehool
} car. a :.harp decrease from the
10.000 students ~ho appbed for
fmanclal aid for the 199k:-93
school year. saitf'Betty Arm·
strong. assistant director of
financial aid.
Annstrong said all forms: of
financial aid except the Pell
Grant and Stafford Student Loan
are awarded to students <>n a
"first c<.Jnle, fit'$t served" basis.
"If studenb have nut already
turned in their applications for
next year. they Should do so as

soon as posslble because tbe
longer they wait, the fewer programs will be available," Ami·
. strong said
...
Acctlfding to Armstrong, the
tentative funding levels for
financial aid for the 1993-94
. sch<>ol year have been set. An

estimated $295.000 has been
allocated to the Federal Work
Study program WQtlc approxi~
1> mately $176,000 bas been allo~
catcd to the Federal Perkin's
Loan program. The Federal
Supplemental Educatiopal
Opportunity Grarit is scheduled
to receive $277
Armstrong said the maximum
alJl()unt that may be awar004 in
the form <Jf a Pell Grant for the
1993*94 school year ts $2.300
The nwtimum amount that may

.ooo.

be awarded for Stafford Student
Loans vanes according to the
'>Ludem·s year in school.
Fre~bmcn can receive up to
~2625 in Stafford Student 'Lonn
\\lulc -;ophomores cJn rccene
up to $3500, 1'hc maximt1m
amount that can be awarded to
juniorc; and seniors .i'I S5500
Graduate students are d1g1ble
for up t<J $85()(}.
Anti~trong said first consideration for financial aid for the
1993·94 school year will be
giv~n to i>tudents whuse finan~
cial aid file was compJete in the
FinanciaJ Aid Office by Apnl
l S. She i>a1d every two weeks a

new co.nsideration is esta~o\
lishOO.

f3)1

f3)1

··we look at the applications
Qrder of date received. but
instead of doing it from one day
to the next. we lump a couple of
weeks together at a time;· Ann-

strong said.
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F~ral StudeJu Aid. They must
also submit '(opies or their
signed 1992 federal tax returns.
Bob Clement, director of lhe
Public lnfounation Offke in
Springfield. said for the 1991
school year, 40.999 awards were

8oz. Choice
Charbrolled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries. Slaw,
Pasta Salad, Baked
Potato, Potato Salad

$6.95
5-9

IMPORT DRAFr DAY
aJI Imported Drafts

~1.50

Guinness, Harp and
Double
Diamond Ale

given to students attending four·
year publk~ institutfons in
Illinois. The total payout tor
financial aid during the 1991
school year wa.-; $67,06f>,269.
~~ ~

~~

•
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Institutional Financial Aid
Application for Eastern students
and the Free Application for

Y$1 Pitchers & Long necksY
Ysai--8ih---s-HA666BE-E1
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snAK NIGHT

eligible to apply for financial
aid. students mu~t fill out the

00
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Armstrong said in order to be
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Our Shoebox Mother\
Day cards are filled
with Mom\ special
br.md of humor.

Judy's Hallmark
622 W. Lincoln
348-5473

for finanical aid funds
Staff wnter

Say Happy
Mother's Day
the
Shoebox way!

Ill:

I
I
Buy a Large (16") Thin Crust Pizza with I
One Topping for just
GoodtnMly31,1993•~--~
¥.1~ · , .· I
a.tarm •909111111l. •34J.7SLS
I
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SIGMA
PHI EPSILON
WOULD LIKE TO WISH THE FOLLOWING
GENTLEMEN GOOD LUCK AND THANK
THEM FOR CONTRIBUTIONS

DUANE BAILEY

MIKE LIVINGSTON

JEFF BEHNKE

JOE MARTY

PHILBROJAN

JEFF MORRISON

CHRIS CATULLO

CHRIS SHANLEY

BOB CLAYBROOK

DAVE SMITH

JOE GIANNESCHI

CHRIS YOUSTRA
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Eastern exchange program
grows with Japanese college
By MARI OGAWA
Staff writer

Eastern 's exchange program
with Senzoku Gakuen College in
Kawasaki. Japan. is only two years
old, but it has seen considerable
growth during that period of time.
In 1991. the program had only
three participants. but this year,
this number has increased to 21.
Brigitte Chen, international student services adviser and coordinator of the program. said the program has seen growth because students at the two-year college in the
suburbs of Tokyo have heard
about the success of their fellow
students at Eastern.
The program was started in
1989 after Mitsuaki Matsuo,
senior researcher in the international division of the Institute for
Social Engineering at Senzoku
Gakuen College, was asked by the
college to visit U.S. institutions to
find schools suitable for an
exchange program.
Chen said Senzoku Gakuen
College wanted "a good university
in a small community in the
(nation's) mid-section where international students might interact
with other students and the community."
The agreement was then signed
by former Eastern President Stan
Rives and Senzoku Gakuen College President Toshikazu Maeda.
Exchange students come to
Eastern with an associate's degree
in English literature from the
Japanese college and enroll as
juniors in a major of their choice,

Get your boxes!
We got 'em
and
you need 'em
so come and
get 'em!

only 50¢

Student Publications
Business Office

Chen said.
The Japanese students. all of
whom are women, came to Eastern
in April, 1992 to begin learning
English in Eastem's intensive language class. They spent all
summer learning the language and
going to lectures as guest students.
The intensive language class
was designed specifically for the
students from Senzoku Gakuen
College to build their skills in
reading. writing, speaking and
class participation. However. the
program will be open to all international students in the fall. Kathy
Ford. an instructor of the intensive
language class, said.
The following year, students
were given the opportunity to
experience America's classroom
setting by taking notes on regular
classes. she said.
Ford said this year students will
be observing classes as a new
requirement to their education in
the intensive language class.
Ford said this new program will
be difficult but effective in developing student's skills in listening
and taking notes. They come back
to Ford's class to write a paper
about the lecture they attended,
learning about grammar and syntax as their papers are corrected.
"I expect them to prepare in the
class so that they are not going to
have culture shock in classes,"
Ford said.
Ford also said she is exploring
new ways to teach che intensive
language class - such as having
guest teachers for lecturing to the
students.

In fall 1993. students will begin
taking regular classes if they
achieve an acceptable score on the
test of English as a foreign language and pass the required intensive language courses.
Asako Takao. a senior psychology major and the first exchange
student to participate in the program. said being able to transfer to
an American university was her
main reason for coming to F..astcm.
Takao interviewed with several
teachers at the Japanese college to
qualify for the exchange. Gradepoint average. attitude and personality were all taken into consideration, she said.
"The U.S. lifestyle is seen
everywhere - as in TV, movies,
ads. but I wanted to see it with my
eyes." Takao said.
But Takao added the program
hasn't been a breeze for her.
"If I don't try. I flunk," she said.
"It was much easier in Japan."
Taeko Shinmei, a junior sociology major who was the second
arrival in the exchange program,
said she is confused by the difficulty of learning in the American
education system when English is
a second language for her.
"I'm not sure that learning in
English makes me feel the
American education is harder ... or
the American education is harder
itself," Shinmei said.
"American students are very
active during classes compared
with Japanese students' passive
attitude," said Tomoko Munakata,
a speech communication major.

$2 OFF Large Pizza
With a Quart of Coke

'"',"'"
Tonight:

BOTILES
NO COVER!

Spank Wagon
Fossil Dogs
Goat

3 Bands

3 C tams

DOMINO'S PIZZA

PRESENTS OUR 2ND ANNUAL

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY
You're Invited!
lft.sLICES
"OUR NEW THIN
CRUST PIZZA

No Limit - 1 slice
or buy the whole Large Pizza for just $3.00!

25¢PEPSI®
WHEN: Saturday, May 8
TIME: 10 am - 4 pm
WHERE: Domino's Pizza
677 W. Lincoln
No RSVP is necessary.
Just Come On By And
Join The Fun!

Only At

Jerry's Pizza
345-2844

345-2844

.348-1626.
6n W. Lincoln, Charleston

Yl{pha Sigma Yl{plia
Congratu{ates Our (jraduating Seniors
Deanna Barabasz
Jennifer Carlson
Laura Craig
Kathy Dolensky
Renee Griffin
Denise Jacobs
Tracy Klutcharch
Lynette Leck

copyright 1983 ).). Inc®

Kim McCleary
Dina Merilatt
Wendy Myers
Cindy Priddy
Jennifer Ptaszek
Gina Reinhart
Kyla Reynolds
Jenn Schilsky
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DC Comics and the slaughtering of
Sonic Disruptors and The Man of Steel

erial
Killing
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t has been
penned in
song
that
rock 'n' roll
shall never
die .
But
according to
Mike Baron,
its future may
not be that
bright.
Baron is the writer and
co-creator {along with penciller Barry Crain and inker
John Nyberg) of DC
Comics' 1987-88 miniseries release Sonic
Disruptors - a futuristic account of a post-American military revolution
world.
The year is 2030 and the surface of the planet Earth is now devoid of
all Rock 'n · Roll music - an orgasmic experience for those descendants
of current Second Lady and censorship poster woman Tipper Gore left
walking upright upon the face of the planet, but a nightmarish existence
for counter-culture rebels seeking the simple comfort of soothing sounds.
The genesis factor of this newly created cultural void is a governmental system, once headed by the United States' first female president, that
has been toppled in an ultra-right wing military coup.
Following the coup orchestrated by the antagonist known only as The
General, a system of martial law and media control is imolemented
across the once fruited '
plain. Through the thought
processes found only in
The General's twisted
mind, he eliminates all
aspects of rock 'n · roll in
order to counteract the
existence of "the creeps,
the fags, the jungle bunnies, spies, wops, lesbos,
liberals,··
The planet's last musical
hope and final outpost of
"truth, justice, and rock 'n'
roll" is an orbiting space
station, once used as a
nuclear waste disposal
facility, which beams the
powerful rhythmic signal
of Billy Preston and The
Who in addition to guid·
ance instruction patterns
for covert maneuvers to be
received by ground based
rebels.
The scheduled 12-part
maxi series had its unconditional plug pulled by DC
officials after issue number
seven.
MThey just couldn't sell it," said Mark Wright, an employee of Fantasy
Realm. a Champaign-Urbana-based comic book store.
Wright explained that comic book stores order their titles approximately three months in advance of the release date and "by about the
fifth issue, {DC Comics) knew it wasn't selling."
Shannon Reynolds of Belleville's Fantasy Books said comic book
series - mini-series in particular - are canceled for one of two reasons:

either
for lack
of sales
or the
drop out
of a creative
team
member.
" In
t h i s
case,
the sales
we re
really
I a g ging
I"

The man that would make even Rush Limbaugh blush:
Ultra-right wing dictator, The General

Reynolds
said with a laugh.
Neither Wright nor Reynolds said they had even read the series and both said
they were not even sure their stores had any back issues in stock.
"We might have some in stock, but they might all be boxed up," Wright said.
"We may have given them away to charity.
"{Sonic Disruptors) is kind of the joke of comic limited series,·· he added.
The death of this publication may perhaps have stemmed beyond creative difficulties and could possibly have been a simple victim of DC
corporate financial failure.
Reynolds said he feels that such
series failures as Sonic Disruptors lead
to DC's near extinction from the comic
book world. "DC almost went under that's why they killed Superman,"
Reynolds said.
Superman's death did breathe at
least short-term life into the collapsed
lungs of DC - at the peak of the "Death
of Superman" storyline in December,
DC's share of the comic book market
reached 24.06 percent, DC's highest
share in almost a year. But now that the
Superman controversy has died down a
bit, so has DC's share of the comic
market which now stands at a lowly
15.68 percent compared to market juggernaut Marvel's 39.46 percent.
"True, the Superman story did prove
a tremendous boost to sales, but {DC)
wasn't about to fold or anything," DC
publicity spokeswoman Martha
Thomases said.
"I don't know what the sales conditions were like when Sonic Disruptors
was cancelled because I wasn't with the
company then, but the sales on the
series were probably low." she said.
"That's the main reason for cancelling a
series."
And with the cancelling of Sonic
Disruptors came the apparent cancelling of the creative team's collective
careers. Although Baron has done some writing since the ill-fated series demise,
penciller Crain and inker Nyberg have not been making too much - if any noise in the comics world.
"I know Baron's written some decent stuff. and Nyberg might of inked something since, but I haven' t seen or heard of anything by Crain," Wright said.
"Sonic Disruptors might have been their kiss of death."
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The final panel (Sonic Disruptors #7, July 1988) of a fallen series.

Art provided by DC Comics
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I SlRVIClS Omam I .___,..._R
_oo
_ MM
_ An.s
_ __.I .__I_FOR
~R.oo
_ ___.I .__I_ FOR
_ Roo:
_ ___.ll.___..........foa
~llENT
____
TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF
CHARLESTON'S LOW RATES
ON AUTO and MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE. Call Bill Hall - 35·
1023

Roommate needed for FalVSpnng
semester. $143 per month. Own
room. Close to campus. Call
Tracey at #2394.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5n

_ _ __ _ _ _ ___517

r---,----..,..-:--~-~

HnP WANTtD

I

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY·
MENT·
fisheries .
Earn
$600+/week in canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room &
Board! MALE OR FEMALE. For
employment program call 1·206545-4155 ext. A5738

_______,.__517

Day Camp Counselor: Nortti
Shore and NW Suburbs: Moraine
Girl Scout Council, 708-945·

n5o.

---------~6
COMPANY
EXPANDING. START
THIS WEEK. WE ARE LOOKING
FOR PEOPLE OF EXCEPTION·
Al TALENT AND DRIVE TO FILL
A LIMITED NUMBER OF POSI·
TIONS. OUR BEST PEOPLE
EARN $10.00 PER HOUR.
GUARANTEED $5.50/HOUR;
PAID TRAINING; PROFESSIONAL ATMOSPHERE; EVENINGS
& SATURDAYS ALSO AVAIL·
ABLE. CALL 34&5250 EOE.

_ A_DOPTIO
__N~........

..._I

COLLEGE SWEETHEARTS
MARRIED 9 YEARS AND
UNABLE TO HAVE A CHILD OF
OUR OWN. WE ARE EAGER TO
BE A MOM AND DAD, AND Will
SURROUND YOUR BABY WITH
UNLIMITED LOVE, SECURITY,
GENTLE GUIDANCE AND A
BRIGHT FUTURE. PLEASE
ANSWER OUR PRAYERS AND
HELP MAKE OUR DREAMS
COME TRUE BY CALLING
KATHY AND JEFF AT (309) 6947191, COLLECT OR OUR
ATIORNEY, THERESA, AT (309)
692-1087.

____.sn

Pediatric nurse/elem. teacher
mom desires to adopt infant.
Christian, agency-approved
home. Rich life with family,
friends.
Expenses
paid.
Confidential Legal. Call Anne
collect (309) 925-3792.
517

SUBLESSORS

,,-----=----=--~516

Outstanding Summer Temporary
Jobs in the North and Northwest
suburbs
of
Chicago.
Opportunities an all areas of the
olhce. Great Pay' Gain valuable
experience! Call Advanced
Personnel at 708-520-9111.
517
Wanted: Babysitter, 1O p.m. to
7:30 a.m., my home, ono child.
Call after 4 p.m. 345-7671

----------~6

JOBS JOBS JOBS EARN SUM·
MER CASH NOW CALL TODAY
708·843·2222. CAREERS USA
TEMPORARY SVCS. SCHAUM·
BURG.

,----,-----..,..--517

Professional babys1tterlnanny
needed immediately & through
summer. Nights and weekends,
40 hrs. Six children 2·12 years.
Effingham. Only serious need
apply.
342·2525 ask for DOris. 517
__________
YOUR JOB IS WAITING! One
interview Is all you need for the
opportunity for a terrific summer
job!
Jobs
available
for.
Receptionist, Word processors,
General
office
support,
Production assembly. Long and
short term assignments available.
Apply in person 1n Charleston at
100 A Street or Mattoon at 1524
Lakeland Boulevard. Not an
agency. Never a fee. EOE M/F/H
Western Temporary Services.

Sublessor needed for summer of
'93. Great location. 345-1635.

---~-----~sn

LARGE/PRIVATE 2 bedroom
w/garage. Division & Jackson.
Large patio. Available interses·
sion & summer. Are willing to
negotiate. Won't last. Call 345·

3573.
__________ 517
2 sublessors needed for
Intersession/Summer. 1 bedroom
and furnished . $155/mo. each.
Call
345-3407.
__
_ _ _ _ __ __ 5n
Sublessors 1·4 people 93-94
school year. New furniture, bal·
cony. Pinetree. Ask for Apt. #6.
Call 581·6000

__________517

Two 11ummer sublessors needed.
$143 per month. Own room.
Close to campus. Call Kim at
#3096.
__________517

Mini-storage available as low as
$25/month. Carlyle Rentals, 34&

n46
-------~~-517

_517
Available June 1-July 31: 2 bed·
room Apartments, 2 People, $125
a month each. Phone 348·n46.

________517

Four bedroom apt. $600 per
month plus low utlhtles. Five
blocks from campus. Washer and
234-4831.
dryer._
_ _ _ _ _ _ _517
Available for summer and 93-94
school year. Apartments and
Houses, clean, modern with
some utilities furnished . Not close
to calT)Pus. No pets. 1 & 4 bed·
rooms Washers and Dryers are
available 1n some of the units. 9,
10. & 12 month leases are avail·
able 217·345-4494 anyt mo
_ _ca4/15,20,22,27,29 514,6
ROOMS FOR MEN Ou1et, seri·
ous students only. 1 block from
campus. $110/mo. summer only.
Most ut1ht1es included. Call 345·
7266 after 5 p.m.
517
SUMMER AND FALL RENTAL.
ACROSS FROM COLLEGE
CALL
_ _MARTHA
_ _ _AT
_345.5739
_ _ _ 517

~---------517

----------~6

Successful professional man, 30,
offers private room, utilities, and
$400/month to a non-smoking
mature lady, 21-30, In exchange
for household tasks etc. Lea11e a
message for Gary 1·346-3278.

--

---

__________.517

OLDETOWNE MANAGEMENT
HAS APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR LEASING 93·94. CALL 3450LDE.

sn

v0
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LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
PATIOS. BALCONIES. AIR. NINE
MONTH LEASE, FROM $160
PER PERSON APPOINTMENT.
345-6000

1990 Ply. Sundance. 2 door,
36,000 miles. Good condition
$6,100. Call Kohn 345·3915,
leave message

--------~517

Honda Elite, 150cc Scooter. Exe.
condition. Must sell, $995.00 or
best offer. 345-7601 . Tom

FOR SALE: Large 9x13 ca
Great for Stevenson. $15
5606.

Thanks to all our EIU
friends for their
prayers, cards, and
words of encourage·
ment during Bob's
recent illness

517

-~-------517

1 person to share newly remodeled house close to Rec.
FalVSprlng Will pay 1st mo. rent
Own room. $195 + utl. 9 mo
lease. Need lmmed. Laura. Wk #
34&7056, 8-4 or 348-8520.

517
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__________517

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN·
HOUSE GREAT FOR 3·4 PEO·
PLE. 9 MONTH LEASE. FUR·
NISHED, BASIC CABLE PAID,
DISHWASHER, AND GARBAGE
DISPOSAL.
CALL
YOUNGSTOWN, 345-2363.

__________517

:--~----,,,.,,.---,--_,-'Sii

MacirOOsh 4l80 rnegab'Jtes 16
w/stylewriter, programs S1 1
OBO. Call Chris at 581 ·2004

~---~~----517

3 N
N V l:i 0

1

---------~517

Man·s silver/gold wedding nng$150. Man's silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
lull length fur coat-$100. Trade
tor? 34!>-4426

---~--.,,.,.--~~511

'79 Chevy Wagon, $150.00.
345-3105.

Apartments. Very nice! 1 block
from campus 3 bedroom and 4
bedroom avail. Some ubl. includ·
ed. 345-6967.

23 0n the
ACROSS
Constitution
1 Feminine suffix
27 ·La Vie en rose·
4 TheCnmson
lyricist
Tide
29
Shaker for
• Sandal part
condiments
13 Thai's com
30 Pluto, to Plato
14 Kind of history
33 Attractants
15 "Bad. Bad,
Leroy Brown·
35 Harem room
composer
36 Dismounted
1e "Ain't She
37 Eclipse cycle
Sweet?"
38 Say grace
composer
39 G1ve
17 Jazz smger
Simone
40 Tum-tum
1a Allonge
41 Wealth
1t Anafyst's
42 College V l.P
undergarment?
44 Israeli diplomat
22 Founder of
modern theory 48 Victoria's realm
of numbers
47 Aquila star

ANMV.J.VO

________caTR517

TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Stereo; receiver, turntable, speak·
ers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade for?
345-4426

1991 Yamaha FZR600 Bia
Mint condition, under 5000
MUST SELL $3,800. Call
234-7228.

~--------~517

___ sn

v

Scooter and motorcycle batteries
$7.95 and up. FREE TESTS.
1519 Madison 345·8658 (VOLT)

-~-~----~511

S.S. Waterbed, bookcase h
board, 6 drawers. $100.00.
3218.

Furnished Four BR house for four
non-smoking females. 1ndiv1duals
or groups. Washer/ Dryer, off
street parking. 1530 Second St.
345-1160: Leave Message.

_517

_______517

FOR SALE

For Sale: One loft. sturdy, ex
lent condition Price negot1
Call 581·3171

SUMMERIFALUSPRING 1 or 2
Bedroom Apt Furnished 620 5th
Street. W/D. 345-5728.

House for Rent: 4 male or 4
female (no mixed). $150 mth UtJli·
ties not covered. Close to campus, 1074 7th Street. Call Ray
Young, 665-3911 or Eli Sidwell,
348-0191 .

Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917
Fourth St 345-2231

517

Two 3 bedroom houses lor rent,
1808 11th St., 223 Taylor, for Fall
1993. For more information, 345·
2784.
-~
sn
1 Bdrm apt available for Fall
semester. 1 or 2 people. $270.
345-9178

3BR, 3-4 residents, close to EIU.
Jim Wood, C21Wood, 345-4489

Nice. close lo campus. furnished
houses for 93·94 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
mo. lease, $175/mo.. 345·3148.
Evenings.

Need 2 roommates for 93/94
school year. M or Female. Please
call 5162 anytime 1f interested.
Close to campus.

517

3 MALES NEEDED to share
three bedroom home at 811 4th
Street. Completely furnished,
1nclud1ng washer and dryer, $160
a month plus security deposit,
share utiht1es. Call 217-486-6426
after 4:30 p.m.

__________517

517

R0oMMA1tS

Furnished 3 bedroom apts. avail·
able for summer semester.
$120/student 2403 8th St. 345·
3543. Ask for Greg

__________517

New 3 BR Apartment 2 blocks
from campus 93-94 school year.
1o mo. lease, $205 each call B&K
rentals at 345-6621 (leave message 11 no answer) or 348-8349.

1 Male sublessor: Across Rec.
$100 a month for summer. NC.
Share 1/2 utilities. 348·5576.

Opportuntty Employer.

LINCOLNWOOD/PINETREE
FURNISHED APTS. PATIOS.
BALCONIES. AIR. POOL. FROM
$125 PER PERSON FOR SUM·
MER. APPOINTMENT 345-6000

Furnished 3 bedroom apt. avail·
able for fall semester. $230/stu·
dent. 2403 8th St. 345-3543. Ask
for
_Greg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517

SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEED·
ED: Great location. Includes
water, trash, cable, parking Has
A/C.
Call
348-0957.
__
__
_ _ _ _ _ _5n

-

3 BDRM. APT. 5 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. PHONE 345-9312
AFTER 6 P.M. OR 234·4831.
LEAVE MESSAGE.

4 or 5 person Housel Couple
blocks from campus, 93·94
school year. Call B&K Rental,
345·6621. Leave message, II no
answer 348·8349.

Sublessor needed for beautiful
studio
apt. Liz or Dee 34&1719.
__________
517

__________517

SUMMER JOBS IN CHICAGO!
GREAT MONEY, CONVENIENT
HOURS. We need summer help to
work part·bme flexible hours deliv·
ering and selling newspapers in
Iha south suburban Chicago area
this summer. You'll earn $5 per
hour and you'll have plenty of lime
left ewer each day to have fun-play
golf, go to the beach, or take a
summer class. we·re looking for
bnght, energetic and reliable indi·
viduals wflo have an insured vehicle (you'll even receive a car
allowance of $65 per week). Call
for information about the JOb and
plan to attend our hiring seminar,
9:00 a.m. • 1:00 p.m. on Saturday,
May 15th. Southtown Economist,
7001 West 60th Street, Chicago.IL
60638. Between the hours of 1:00
p.m. • 5:00 p.m. (708) 460-5700.
Minimum 18 years of age. Equal

Sleeping Room for quiet, nonsmoking female. Kitchen & laundry privileges. Near stadium.
Intersession and/or Summer.
345-2564.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ 517
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51 Curry-flavored
soup
55 Furious
58 Breed of steeo
st Festive
eo Prospero, e.g
e1 East priest
e2 Algerian port
'3 ·science of
Logic" author
'4 Draf1 status
es Just out

DOWN
1 T•dalflood
2 Diaphanous
3 Harlot
4 Pretty, as a
senorita
5 Met score
• Dave of Tm Pan
Alley
1 Wellawayl
• Journalists
t Stand for Atget
10 Aaron used one
11 Sutt topper
12 For each
13 Goll stroke
20 Orator's spot
21 --and
pen ates
24 Marketplace
25 Sort of fort
Cam1ons

12'

l:i 3 0 V \ 2• Sudden

l H V 9

s

S 3

outburst
29 Racecourse
Comb.form
30 D1soatch

31 Upset
32 Brmg to hght
M S A land
37 Harden
38 Large brass
con tamer
40 Pastry for 63
Across
41 Germinated
gram
43 A trope
45 Start of a
nursery rhyme

.a Sentient
4t Clinton, to the
Rod hams
so Famed no·hlt
pitcher
52 "F1esque·
composer

53 Ahvaz 1s here
54 Plucky
ss Deer, m
Dortmund
se Labrys, e.g.
57 Hanks film·
1988

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1·900-4205656 (75e each minute).

THURSDAY
P.M .

WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 Inside Ecition
7:00 Seinleld
7:30 Wuigs
8:00 Cheeis
8 :30
9 :00 LA. Law
9 :30
10:00 News
10:30 Torighl

WCIA-3
News

WAND-7 17
News

Enb!t. Tooaghl

Married

Spor13Center
Stanley Cl4>

Women of
Ccuntry

Mallock

Pta-toff

PJdr.et Fences

Fox-8 55
N9'Jt Coul1

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-9 29

WILL·12 12

LIFE-38

Ouanlum leap

Oesigting Wo!nf,r\
Jeffetsons

MacNeil, lehref

UnsoMld
Myslenes

Murdef, She

Baseball: Clils
al While Sox

ll&no!s GarOner
This Old House

LAL.aw

~ Exj)f8SSIOOS

Movie· Always
Remember I love

In liv1llg Color

Mystery•

You

Kung Fu

Wrote

AFI Salute to
Elizabeth Taylor
Prune Time Live

Movie:
Sunstroke

News
lM Connection

5ponsCer(er

MacG'fW'

News
~

BeingSeMd7
IQje

WEIU-9

ft.Iman Animal

Reacing Rairbow

Behind Scenes

Cheers
Stmpsoos

Sa!an

Little House

Fire power
GJ Diary

Bonanza

Ma!IJn

Baseball TO!liglll
News
M'A'S'H

DISC-33

Tl'irtysometlin

Cheers
Studs

Adventureis

News

Heart of Ccurage

AmeriCa

Satan

Federa!Men
Fiin Classics

Chps

HURS

LASSIRID ADVERTISING
[ ANNouNCEMENIS

516

d: Glasses, in Physical
Building. Call 581-2626.
,..,,,.-,--,,----:=-:-.,.-,.~516
k wallet w/CDN dnver's
and student ID. Not valuID anyone Please call 345-

~-..,,--,,...,.-,---,---516
Basen11 small black & white
with curley tail . From A &
St. Call 345-6636.

----..,-----517

found in 2nd level classin McAfee on 514. Describe
im at Student Publicauons
office.

I I ANNouNC£MOOS ~I I ANNOUNClMlNTS ~ I ANNOUNCtM£NrS · 1I ANNouNdM£Nrs I

MARIA MECKLES: Thanks for
being such an awesome
kiddo. You're mom is going to
miss you next year. Sigma love,
Lori
.,,---=----,,.-----516
Stacy Sayles: Congratulations on
your graduation! I am going to
miss you so much next year! I
hope you have a wonderful summer and I know you will come
back to EIU to visit mel Sigma
Love, Your kiddo Stacy

-

516

J.J. Lussenhop: Congrats on
graduation! I am going to miss
you nex1 year, but I'm sure you'll
be back to visit (hint, hint) Sigma
Love, Your kiddo Stacy. P.S. Both
of my moms deserved Greek
Mom of the year

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.516

CONGRATULATIONS TO
SPECIAL GRADUATE
BALLOONS FROM UP UP
'AV, 1503 7TH, 345-9462.

:r

~-------,-~sn

your graduate off flying high
balloons from UP UP &
'If BALLOONERY, 1503 7th

9462.
5f7
==-=R=-=s,--D=-A.,.,.Y"."""S:::CP=-:E=-:C:-,-IA_L_:~Sen
. d

nted balloon in a box for
rs Day anywhere In the
. UP UP & AWAY BALAY, 1503 7th, 345-9462.

-::-----=.,-,:--:---=---:-517

n Students: Recycle by
ng off good, clean, used
ng. household and small
ical items at Goodwill,
of 7th & Jaclcson, 9 a.m.-5
Monday-Saturday. Any
call 348-1090.

517

o:-:L~L--:-M~Y~E:-:1-:--:U--:F:"::E:-:-L-:-".LOW

OYEES: I want to thank
irld everyone for their act of
for r.1y benefit. Since my
, people have been so kind
· . Makes my heart overjob to know people are
d and caring. May God
each and every one. I am
to have you all for my
David Birchfield

~-=--=~-~516

Levis 60's, 70's, and more.
Spences, 1148 6th.
ay-Saturday, 1-5 p.m.
345-1469. We buy good
clothing!

517

,,.,......=-Fo=-R=-A.,..N~Y~T~H~l~N~G,.--OF

E. LOANS AVAILABLE.
BROKERS . 325 MADl-

345-9842.
-..,-~....,-...,.-~---517
ne Sabal: Congrats on
·on: We ere very proud of
You will be missed very
next year. Thank-you for
you have done for us.
luck and best wishes.
love, Cheryl, Melissa &

Joanne Guennewig of DELTA
ZETA and TONY BROWN of
SIGMA
PHI
EPSILON
Congratulations on winning M1n1Golf.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

SIG EPS Finals have finally
arrived. Stay focused and study
hard. Don't forget our goal for the
semester.

-

5/6

DAVE VISKA: You are the greatest• Good luck on finals and have
a great summer. We're going to
miss you! Love, the Ladies of
Delta Zeta

- - - -,,..,,.-.,.------516

DELTA ZETA SENIORS: You are
truly going to be missed.
Congratulations on graduation.
We wish you all the best of luck In
the future. Love your sisters.

~---------516

POSSEE-A.KA TTANKOKJB-1
can't believe the year's almost
over, it's been awesome! Next
year will be even better• Friends
AJways. Love Pocha!

.516
Happy Graduation KELLY 010LETT-11 Good luck with
everythingl We love youl Heather,
Boulie. Arny, Traci, and Julie.

~------- __ 516

To the Girts at 718 Grant: Thanks
for putting up with me this year.
And thanks for the free parking!
Love,Juhe

~----------516

J.J. Lussenhop: Congratulations
on graduation! You are a great
Mom. roommie, friend, and sister! You will be greatly missed'
Sigma love: Stacy, Shannon and
Beth
_ _M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.516
Watch out D . C. Uncle Ryan is on
his way. Come back and see us
for the beer, brownies, and
Whitney. We'll be waiting. You'll
be missed! Love, the 6th Street
Girts.

---------,..-516

Congratulations to Chris Catullo
on getting lavallered to Larissa
Wherley. Your Sig Ep Brothers
are proud of you.

lvin and Hobbes
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TO THE MEN OF PHI DELTA
THETA: THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME THE HONOR OF BEING
YOUR 1ST SWEETHEART. YOU
GUYS MEAN THE WORLD TO
ME. THANK YOU FOR THE
BEST WEEKEND OF MY LIFE.
ALL MY LOVE, MICHELE. P.S.
GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS AND
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER. I'll
MISS YOU GUYS.
_5/6
Congratulations to Knstin Nielsen
on gelling lavaliered to Bnan Van
Vorren of Lambda Chi AJpha. It's
about time 1 Love Kate

Andy, Chris, Jason and Denny:
Thanks for an "Interesting• year
and all the food products! You
haven't seen the last of usl JJ,
Nicole,
Deb! _516
_ __Shannon,
_ _ _and
_ __

Poop: Congrats on graduation.
You are the best and deserve
only that! This past year has been
wonderful and I know the best is
I LOVE
yet
to come.
__
___
__YOUI
_ _ _516

To my crazy roommies: Nie, Deb,
and Shannon: Thanks for a great
year I'm gonna miss you all! I'll
never forget the pranks, the
winger, and of course butterscotch. Love JJ

TO THE LADIES OF ALPHA
PHl ... THANKS AGAIN FOR
MAKING ME YOUR BORDEAUX
BEAU, YOU ALL ARE THE
GREATEST! GOOD LUCK IN
FINALS AND HAVE A GREAT
SUMMER. I CAN'T WAIT TO
SEE
YOU
ALL
NEXT
SEMESTER
LOVE
_____
_ _YA
_JONESY
_ _516

--,..-----=---~·516

Kari Dabrowski: To my sister,
mom, and friend. Thank you for
everything! B=• Love. Tracey

516

_516

Dells: See you at the 60's and
70's function tonite. ASAs

-----~----516

AMY SCHROEDER: Congrats on
getting your SIG Pl dog tags from
SCOTT PITTROFI SIG KAP love,
Tracy

---------~516

LAST CHANCE TO PICK UP
GREEK WEEK VIDEOS: ALSO
OFFERING COMPLETE AIRBAND AND GREEK SING
VIDEOS. CALL MARK AT 581·
8140.

- - - - - .516

SIGMA CHIS Congrats on being
INTRAMURAL CHAMPSI Good
luck on f10als! Have a great summer! See you all next semester•
Love, Lara.
.516
TO THE SENIORS of SIGMA
CHI: Congrats on graduation and
Good Luck in the future! I'll miss
you all, so be sure to come back
and visiU Love, Lara.

--~------~516

The Women of Delta Zeta would
like to wish everyone GOOD
LUCK on finals and we hope that
everyone has a fantastic summer.

~---------516

BOB DUDE: Our oldest honorary
ASA is finally graduating, but your
legend will live on. We'll miss
youl Love, Dina and Kathy.
----------'5/6
MADURA, RUBACH,FRERE,
HART, STEVENSON. MINARIK,
KOWALCZYK, and RENWICK:
I'm gonna miss you guys, but
don't worry-I'll be back!-Love JJ

_____,..--_ _ _ _ _ _ _516

PIKES: Congrats to the gradu·
ates, you'll be missed. Have a
marvelous finals week and a
steamy summer. Thanks for the
honor of representing the hippest
house on campus-Love Dreamy
-:----,-----...,.---5/6
Giffin Girts: You guys have been
tons of fun this yearl I will no
longer be a permanent fixture.
Have a great summer. Sigma
love.
_ _Schebo.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __.516
BECKI, CHAUNTEL, KIMMY &
SARA: To the Sigma ladies in
room •5• thanks for everything.
You have taught me the true
meaning of sisterhood and friendship. I will miss all of you . Sigma
love & mine. Lori

SORAYA TAHERI-I CAN'T
BELIEVE YOU'RE GRADUATING, l'M REALLY GOING TO
MISS YOU THANX FOR MY
AWESOME CLEATS-l'M NOT
SURE ANYONE CAN FILL
YOUR SHOES. TONIGHT'S
ONE OF YOUR LAST NIGHTS
AND YOU ARE GOING DOWN!ll
I'll BE RIGHT THERE WITH YA!
LOVE, JENI VAN

----------'516

Kristin
Schneider:
Congratulations on Graduation!
Best of Luck, we'll miss you.
Sigma love, Paige, Beth, Kristin

______516

Congratulations to the Kappa
Delta Aho Della class on going
active! You guys will make great
KOR
Love,
Cassie
_ _actives!
___
__
_ _ _.516
Matt. You know we couldn't leave
you out, you're way too lrre·
sist1ble. We better see you this
summer. Your favorite AGO
punching bags.

~--------~516
AMY: Hey you, I'm very glad
we've become such good friends.
I'll miss you this summer, we
have to try and get together. AGO
love & mine. Gin

-------~--516

UNDERPANTS and PEANUT:
You two are so awesome. Next
year-house girls. Yeah! We'll
have a blast this summert Erin

---------~516

JENNY PHILLIPS: I will mtss you
next year. I won't say "Good luck"
because you have got what It
takes to be a success. I Jove ya
teach. Enn.
----------------'516
STEF ANDREWS: I'll miss my
AGO mom this summer. We've
got to road tnp, roommie.

516
Underpants and Bobo: What can
I say, LOTS. But THANK YOU
sums it all up. NeX1 year will be
even better. We'll FINALLY be
legal. Love, Gin

... _,<(.,... °"" Secre\. Of

Grea\.nl!SS

TRI SIGMAS: Thank you all for
you encouraging smiles and everlasting support this semester. I
love all you guys. Have a great
summer and see you in the fall.
Sigma love, Cheryl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
Jeanne Sabal: Congrats on graduating. I wish you the best of luck.
You inspired me to do my very
best. Thank you for the support
and last 2 yrs In Tri-Sigma. I'm
going to miss you. Love Cheryl

--~--------516

G1fftn Gir1s: Didn't we almost have
have it all then "Wham, Wham·
gone. Thanxs for an Incredible
semester. We knew I could be
fun, just minus bug. Love, Cheryl

-----~---------'516

Shannin, Deana, Dale: Thanks
for all the smiles I'll never forget
you. Come visit me in Colorado!
Love you Kelly

---------~516

CATALANELLO, RAMKE, LOCKIE, JANE, WHEATIES. WAWRO
& SANDI: I'm gonna miss you
guys so much! Whose gonna
rides around with me to do
Pterodactyl screams now??
ROCK ON MY SISTERS! Sinnott

---

KELLEY BELL: Congrats on get·
ting lavaliered to Lane! I'm so
happy for you! Love, Stal

- - - - _516

To some Lambda Chis· Hey guysnext lime we party it's our tum to
drink in the crawlspace with the
cockroaches! We'll even schambo for 111 From some Tri·Sigs! Just
wart till Friday morning! P.S. Julie
do you think you can fit through
the door1?

516

S~T~E~P~H:-:-------=T~H~A~N..,..:OS:

Congra tulations on getting lavahered to BRIAN KEATING of
Sigma Pl. We are so happy for
youl AGO love, Corie and Jen

---~--------516

Hey ya MAMMAL What do ya do
1f a BIRTH CONTROL PILL is
lodged in your throat? the HEIM·
LICHI! 1, 2, 3 Heave Ho! Hal Hal
Kel &Nie

=---.,....,..,.----,---:-:516

Tim
Miiier
of
KOR:
Congratulations on going active.
Your mom is very proucl·we have
to _
get_
together,
miss
___
_yallt
_ _Jeni
_516

by Bill Watterson

LOCAL PARM>E FOR
POS1ER WlNNER
Calvin Ori~s
Fire En9ine,
Fe/f btjured

DAY
MAY6, 1903
THE DAll.Y EAsrERN NEw.>

Starvin Marvin: Where did you
say you were working? See ya at
the Golden Arches! Love, your
woman & her lover. P.S
Muddymudskipper says your pancreas is getting eaten cuz you're
starvinl
...,.....-..,--~-..,..-,..---...,.--516
Need furniture? Couch $15 full
bed. $25. OBO Call 348-1189.

_ _ _ _ _ _ 517

Giffin Gir1s: Congrats on graduation. What are we going lo do
without three? Late goofy nites.
early
rises
to
drink
preparties/afterbars for very occasion, meetings, football, jus car,
Sinnot's horn, Catie's advise ,
... All the memories and tons of
laughs will never be forgotten
Who's balcony will Cheryl climb
next year1 GI 31 loves you.
----------'5/6
Congratulations to all KOR
seniors on their graduation o'
Good Luck in all that you do.
From the Men of Kappa Delta
Rho

--.,...--------,..----......,---516

TONY WIELT: Congratulations on
graduating! Good luck in TexasYour ASA family will miss you.
Love Vanessa & Lori
516
ERIN PHILLIPS Thanks for
being a great kid! Have an awesome summer\ Love, Stet

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

To the graduating seniors of Delta
Zeta. congratulations and good
luck. You have meant a lot to
both Delta Zeta and me. I wish
you all the best Love Dave

- - - - - - - - - - - _ _ 516
TO THE BEAUTIFUL LADIES OF
DELTA ZETA, IT IS A TREMEN·
DOUSHONORTOBEYOUR
DEE ZEE MAN. I HAVE HAD A
GREAT TIME THIS SEMESTER
AND I AM REALLY LOOKING
FORWARD TO NEXT YEAR.
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS AND
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER. I'll
MISS YOU. LOVE DAVE.
-..,------,----------5'6
Catie Ramke: To the best mom
and gramme ever. Thanks for
everyt hing. We're so proud of
you! We'll miss you• Sigma love.
Sara & Julie

-----------~516

John Fletcher: It's about time you
share d the stach e! Thanks for
being a GREAT friend! I appreci·
ate It! Love, Jerky

-~-=-.,...,....-,,-----516

Jamie Reid: Con grats on going
active! I'm so proud of my son!
OZ love, Tamara

£AMPUS €LIPS

~·
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OASIS HAS ITS last meeting Noon, Thursday in McDonald's Union.
Thanks to all members for a great semester of "firsts• for OASIS. See
you June 18 and June 211
DELTA SIGMA THETA wlll have an ·end of the Year Bash" Thursday
at 10 p.m. m the Union. Free prizes will be given Come out and have a
good lime.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have their annual spring picnic
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at Fox Ridge. Meet at UBC Parking lot. We will
be honoring our graduates and summer missionaries tonight. Buck-A·
Week pledges for missions can be paid as well.
EIU JUGGLING CLUB will have open juggling from 6-9 in the Library
Quad. Learn to juggle or ride a unicycle. Rain location is Lantz fieldhouse.
EIU LACROSSE CLUB will have an informal throw around Thursday at
4 p.m. in the South Quad. Anyone Interested in playing next year 1s
encouraged to attend. Call Scott at 345-5174 for info.
INTERVA RSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have Large Group
Thursday at 7 p.m. In the Char1eston!Mattoon room. Come and join us
in on the celebration. This 1s our last large group of the year. Don't forget your $2 If you are planning to attend the bonfire
ROTC PANTHER BATTALION will conduct the commissioning and
awards ceremony in the University Ballroom at 1700 hrs. Uniform
BDU's.
EIU ARMY ROTC Panther Battalion will rehearse for the commissioning/awards ceremony at 1500 hrs In the university ballroom. Uniform
BDU's.
RESIDENCE HALL A SSOCIATION will have ear1y dinner Thursday al
Pemberton at 5 p.m. All residents living in University Housing are wel·
corned to attend. This 1s our last meeting of the year.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union will have its last meeting
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in the Pemberton Lounge. Bring $2 for pizza and
meet with our advisors.
NEWMAN CENTER WILL have their closing Mass Monday at 9 p.m. at
the Newman Chapel. Roy's award wiMing ice cream sandwiches after·

wards.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have their closing picnic Sunday at
5:30 p.m. at the Newman Center. Burgers, brats, dogs and more. It's
free. See you there.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER wdl celebrate Mass Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. at Coleman Auditorium.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER wlll o ffer the sacrament of
Reconciliatlon Thursday from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHAwtll have Taste of AKA at 5 p.m. at the AfroAmerican Cultural center. Come and enjoy food, games and other fes-

livities.
, ,.... Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
'>ION-PROFIT event, I.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submitted
o The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one buslneN day before the
i.te of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be
ubmitted u a Campus Chp by noon Wednesday. (Thursday Is lhe deadline
)r Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Cllps aubmltted after deadline
VILL NOT be publlahed. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that 1s
..:egible or contains conllicting 1nformation will not be publi&ned
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I ANNOUNC~ -.11 ANNOUNCBjNrs
Opal: 3 weeks? Unbelievable!
Maybe we can go see the rhinos
this summer. Wowl 3 weeks! love,
your little girl.
--=---------516
LORI LYNCH: You made it!
Congratulations on graduating.
We know you will be as asset to
the "real world" but you will be
greaUy missed here. Best of luck
to you always! Sigma love, Becki,
Chauntel. Maria & Michelle

-

5/6

MARY BETH MARSHALL:
Congratulations on graduation.
Thanks for your friendship and
dedication. You will be dearly
missed. Good luck to you always.
Go Girl! Sigma love, Sabrina,
Julie. and Sara
-------------'516
TRI SIGMA GRADUATES:
Congratulations, you've all finally
made it. Don't be strangers and
see ya on Friday morning Love
Brian
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.516
TO THE AST GATORS: Thanks
for the paddle, its great! Have a
great
Love, Tom
__--,summerl
___________
.516

THE DEPOT NEEDS: Beds,
dressers, household items. We
will pick up. Call 348-3376, 8th
and Jackson. Hours. 9-2, Mon.,
Tues., Thurs .. Fri., Sat

~--------·517
Dah
Cody. Only one more week
of me bugging you. I'm sure you'll
miss rt over the summer, but I'll
be down to visit to BEWARE!
Guess who?
-------------'516
Robb & Tony: Remember to
never sit at my tablel See you at
our second home next semester.
Hope you guys have a great summer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
Tri·Sigma Graduates: CONGRATULATIONS! Your beautiful face
and enthusiasm will be missed
very much next year. Each and
everyone of you has gone above
and beyond for our house. In
some way you have all taught me
what Tn-Slgma Is and I thank you
all vary much. I wish you all the
BEST of LUCKI Sigma love and
all of mine, Schebo

ASA SENIORS Good luck with
finals and congratulations on
graduation.
Love
Brian
____
__
_ _ _.516
To the ladies of ASA: Good luck
wrth finals and have a great summer. See you next fall. Love

Bnan.
-

I I ANNOUNaMOOS .. 11. ANNOUNC£Mf.NTS I I ANNOUNC~ I

516

Happy Birthday early Lil Momma:
Love Big Daddy

...,...._ ___,,_ _ _ _ _ _516

Liz Maggio: It's almost overl Just
1 more week! Good Luck on your
finals! Sigma love, Debbie Heap,
Michelle
Anne
Heise.
_ _ _Lundin,
_ _ and
__
__
516

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/6

Jen Bluhm: I'm going to miss my
mom very much next year.
Congratulations and best of luck.
Don't forget to call and visit next
year. We will do lunch before you
leave. Your kiddo loves you.
Sigma
love,
___
_Melissa
_ _ _ _ _516
Jeanne Sabal: Congratulations.
You will be greatly missed next
year. Best of luckl

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6

Seann: Congrats on graduation! I
am going to miss you and all your
knowledge. Good luck, and see
you somewhere other than
Illinois. Love Katie

Kate, Eble, Amy, Missy, Lori,
Teri.Beth-CONGRATS
on
GRADUATION! I don't know
where to begin. The past 3 years
have been very memorable an
UNFORGETTABLE! Thank-you
for all the good times from
Andrews to 7th St. Thank-you for
all the support each and everyone of you has given me at
sometime. Despite the differences we may have had we were
all there for each other In the
end. No matter where you go I'll
always be around for you. This
next year will be very hard with
you guys gone so you better
come visit lotsl! I am very proud
of each of you. Goo in where
ever you go or whatever you
do-I'm behind you all the way. I
will miss all of you very much
(except for Missy). This campus
will be very quiet without you
guys around. Let's remember
that THESE ARE THE DAYSI So
let's make the next week one to
never forget! I love you all very
much. Good luck and best wishes. Love Melissa

-:----:,-::--:------·5/6

BULLDOG: You have been such
a great friend. I am going to miss
all the wild stones and your crazy
plans I'll miss you. Love Sims

~--,----------~516

Shadily, Tunes Pumpinl Bass
Kickenl People jumpinl Big
Afterbars! LET'S DO IT! CAT

---------~6
Kris Cherry and Wendy
Thompson: Thanks for all the
great memories. I'll never forget
you. You will always be special
friends to mel We also need to
have our talk and a good cry.
Love, Chris

Kim, Kristy, Shelley, and Michelle,
I wish each one of you the best in
e future. I will miss each one of
you very much! Love Krueper P.S.
Who will I complain to?

Johanna Martin: Good Luck on
finals! Let's go out before we
leave! Luv your AGS Frances

~------------'~6

~---~-~--·~6

Mindy Tatman: Thanks for rNerythlng you have done for me. Your
an awesome roommate , Love,
Jenee
_________
.~6

Stacey Gilliatt: Happy 22nd
Birthday. Congratulations on your
up-coming Graduation. NOW GO
MAKE SOME MONEY. Love, Don

-~---~--~·5/6

To all my ALPHA GAM sisters:
This year has been awesome! I
am so proud and happy to be part
of such a great group of girls.
Good Luck on hnalsl AGO luv,
Frances

~---~----~6

STACEY
BROWN:
Congratulations on being the AST
Scholar of the Week.

Getting ready
~to pack your
stUff]
Do i~with boxesjrom
Student Publications!

~------~-~6

ASA QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
"The great thing In this world Is
not so much where we are, but in
which direction we are moving"
Good luck to all of our graduating
Seniors!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
Jean: Congratulations and Good
Luckl Thanks for everything
you're the best sister! I'll miss you
next year! Low Boosh Wahka
-------------'516
DEADBEAT CLUB: We've been
together for 4 years (3 for one of
us). We've seen and one rt alll I
love you and I will miss you!
Good luck and thanks for the
memories! THESE ARE THE
DAYS!
Love, Katie. P.S.
Angie-Hurry up with MJJ!!I

Student Publications Business Office
M·F 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.

SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
St James flace
Furnished Units
{1905) s. 12th St.)
• free Trash & Parking • 1& 2 Bedroom Units
• Central A. C.
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Dishwasher
• Microwaves
• Newly Remodeled
•Laundry & Parking
·Balconies

Swing on into
Student Publications
and get your Boxes
TODAY!

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348~ 14 79 For Appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

foronly50¢

SERVICE
Service is imponant to
you. That's why each
member of PersonalCare's
HMO has their own
Customer Service
Representative to answer
questions and provide
prompt, professional,
personal service.
PersonaJCare's HMO
fits your needs and your
budget, with Aexible,
affordable coverage and

Low out-of-pocket costs.
Choose a Primary Care
Physician from a network
of over 300 providers,
and never hassle with
claim forms again.
Enrollment for State of
1 Illinois employees ends
June 30, 1993. Contact
your Group Insurance
Representative or
PersonalCare for derail~.

Call our Customer
Service Department

for a free brochure
and provider list.
1-800-431-1211,
in Champaign
217-366-1226

Underwrinen by Pt-nona!Care lasurll!Ce of Illinois, Inc. C 1993 Penona!Carc Health Management, Inc.
ca

•,., • . . . . .._ • ..,.__..
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Thursday, May 6, 1993

really want to say about that situation," said
Perine. "Notre Dame is a very solid team and
will be a great tune-up for the Mid-Con
Tourney next week. They always play hard
every pitch and every out and that will be
excellent preparation for what we have ahead
in Macomb."
The Panthers will travel to Macomb for
the Mid-Con Championships. May 13-16,
where they will most likely face either

Wisconsin-Green Bay, DePaul or lllinoisChicago. Not counting Thursday's games
with DcPaul, Eastern has a combined 1-4
mark against those teams.
"The first thing we have to do is ignore the
regular season - you just play that to get
ready for the post-season," said Perine. "You
can't think of those games as wins and losses. but as learning experiences. As long as
we make the changes we need to make from

what we have learned we should do well.
The tournament favorite would be
Northern Illinois, who has spent much of the
season ranked in the nation's top 15. Perine
noted though that the team to watch may be
the host Westerwinds.
"Western creates runs like no other team
we have played," said Perine. "You couple
that with being at home and they could tum
into a real force to be reckoned with."

stating it wouJdn 't sponsor a championship
• From page 12
meet unless there were five full teams.
over the course of the decade, Eastern's
So like the Huns. the Panthers packed up
"lion in the league began to crumble, everything and took it elsewhere.
one could come clo~ to the Panther's
The Huns pillaged every tribe they came in
except Northern Iowa and Western contact with once they passed the Black Sea,
But in 1991, UNI left the Mid-Con to sending fear all across Europe.
lbe Missouri Valley Conference, leaving
The Panthers, with hunger in their hearts
thers with only Leathernecks (from did the same this year. as they raided the TAC
Illinois) to chew on. Others, such as championships, double duals at Illinois, inviPenguins of Youngstown State, the tationals at Indiana and Indiana State as welJ
of Illinois Chicago and the Vikings of as other unsuspecting thinclads.
d State, refused to even make eye
Obadiah Cooper took down every sprinter
with the savage felines, and never within 200 square miles of the Great Lakes
a challenge.
and thrower Brent Miller simply played with
· g into the 1992-93 season most of the anyone who dared step into his ring. Scott
e teams were so low on personnel, Touchette repeatedly made most midwestem
y couldn't post full teams. Whether distance runners look like serious asthma sufdue to repeated beatings by Eastern feren; as he destroyed them with his seasoned
)aI'S is uncertain. but only four schools endurance, while hurdler Jim Sledge rarely
gh people with spiked shoes to say lost a race indoors.
a full squad. The Mid-Con said halt,
The Huns, under the lead of Attila. soon

grew tired of the Gemlanic riff-raff, and after
emptying the pockets of their helpless victiins, set their eyes on Europe's biggest pot of
gold-Rome.
This year's Panthers led by Neil Moore
were driven by the same greed, as they
descended on the band of Big Ten. MidAmerica and Missouri Valley schools at the
Central ColJegiate Conference meet.
As the Huns advanced, all of Rome stood
trembling, until Pope Leo appealed to what
little sympathy they had. His mediation,
along with disease and famine kept the Huns
at bay, and left Rome unharmed. The Huns
soon after disappeared from history.
The Panthers too, were riddled with misfortune a<; they went for their big kill. Injuries
kept two of their big guns. Chris Fowler and
Ray Mc Elroy out of action, and Eastern 's
premiere pole vaulter Tom McDonald noheighted. Without McElroy, the Panther's
were also unable to field a 4x 100-meter relay,

one of their more boasted of events.
Had the team been at full strength, it might
have finished much higher than fifth. Then
again. had the Huns conquered Rome
Charleston might still be a field of tall, tall
grass.
The Panther's will continue their nomadic
ways after we all go home this semester.
Moore plans to take his elite to the National
Invitational at Indianapolis this weekend. to
the Illinois twilight meet the next and to
another meet at Indianapolis on May 26.
This. all in an effort to qualify someone to the
national outdoor championships in June. to
take on the big boys of distant land<;.
Although I assume most of us are content
with the Huns' demise, hopefully the wills of
these Panthers are stronger than that of those
barbarians.

the team, but possibly no one more than
jumper Kala Scott. Scott had the most
improved season. according to Craft. and
helped the team make up some of the scoring
that it lost with the injuries.
But Craft said that it has been the entire
team that has carried it throughout the season.
"We need everyone to compete well," said
Craft. "When anyone is out the team suffers.

It has definitely been a team effort

From page 12
thers then close the season with
Dame on Saturday ... they hope. The
· · g Irish have been hedging on the
Charleston. but Perine said that her
will be there and it will be ready to
'I

are going to prepare for them and we
expect them to come - and that's all I

en's track

Brian Harris is staff writer for The Daily
Eastern News.

omen's track
•From page 12
y will have the best opportunity to
her goal of breaking five minutes in
ile on Friday. Rhudy, a Naperville
will be pmctically running in her own
yard. with the support of friends and
er Dona Levi ha'> just recovered from
!iury and will compete in the 100-mctcr

hurdles. mile-relay and the 200 on Friday.
"The team's attitude has really carried
them through the season:· said Craft. "They
continued to maintain their zest, and their
zeal for what they do. They did the best they
could and took it all in stride.
"Given the circumstances, despite the
injuries. we've had ~ome success," he added.
That success has been enjoyed by much of

"We've done all the training we can," said
Craft. "If we aren't ready by now. we certainly aren't going to get it. Now it's all a mental
thing. We've been practicing light. and the
rest will pay off in the meet"
Craft also -;aid because finals are coming
up. this is a tough part of the season for the
athletes. especially with the meet on Friday.

The Won1en of

TONIGTHIRSTV'S
ALL LONGNECKS

soc

LITE-M.G.D.-BUD-BUD LIGHT

12oz.

DRAFTS
-------·-25¢
70oz_PITCHERS ---------------------$200
COVER
$21Hl

ALPHA PHI
would like to introduce
CHRIS JONES
of

DELTA TAU DELTA
as their

New 1993 Fall Semester
Bordeaux Beau

SIGMA PI WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE OUR GRADUATING
SENIORS!

345-7427
One Block North of the Square

Stuart Andrews
Dave Bair
Boyd Bradshaw
Eric Calhoun
Tim Davis
Steve Glazebrook
Mike Godek
Mike Hampton
Paul Jacobs
Steve Petrowski
Tom Rooney
Mark Valek

Mike Keogh
Paul Barkus
Tim Leuenhagen
Bill Durham
Greg Lieberenz
Mike McDowell
D.A. Molloy
Rob Norman
John Rafaelle
Tom Hummer
Tom Wilhelm
Mike Wombacher

..

Panthers on course for .500 mark
By DON O'BRIEN

isbed 31-19 in Callahan's first year as coach.

Staff writer

Eastern travels to Northeastern Illinois for
a single non-conference game on Thursday
and then closes out its home schedule this
weekend with a three-game conference series
with Valparaiso. The teams play a single
game at 5 p.m. on Saturday at Monier Field
and will follow up with a noon doubleheader
on Sunday.
The Panthers finish out their regular season
at the University of illinois at Chicago on the
Saturday and Sunday following Eastern 's
final exam week. The Mid-Con tournament
starts on May 20 in Chicago and runs
through May 23.
One thing that the Panthers haven't been
this spring is lucky. Rain has forced cancella-

As Eastem's 1993 baseball season draws
to a close, the Panthers are in line to meet
some of their pre-season goals.
The magic number for bead coach Dan
CaJJahan's team heading into the season was
500. Should the J>-anthets be able to reach the
.500 mark. Callahan said the season would be
a success.
With seven regular season games remaining, the Panthers have a chance to reaching
that goal. The Panthers are 17-19 overall and
are 5-4 in Mid-Continent Conference play.
The last time Eastern was able to finish
over the .500 mark was in 1989 when it fin-

tion of 14 games this season. On the field. the team in hitting with a .366 average.
Transfer pitchers Basil Clausen, a j
Panthers have played toe-to-toe with some of
the top teams in t:he country, but came up who came to Eastern via Triton Comm
shon of getting the win nearly every time.
College, and Derek Johnson. a senior
The Panthers lost starting leftfielder Jason from Indiana University, have been two
Jetel during the second weekend of the sea- on the Panther pitching staff. Clausen
son when be was bit by a pitch against the team with a 2.17 earned run average
Arkansas and broke his band. Jetel, who led has a record of 4-4. Johnson leads the team
the Panthers in bitting a year ago, was forced strikeouts with 46 and is 3-3 on the year.
Other keys to the Panthers' success
to sit out the remainder of the season as a
medical redshin. Jetel 's replacement, Joch season have been junior starting pitcher
Manin. got off to a quick start, but he too had Fahey and catcher Jason Cavanaugh. Fahey
to sit out a few games with a shoulder injury.
second on the team in earned run av
Three transfers have helped keep the with a 2.72 mark and is 4-2 ove
Panthers on track this spring. Second base- Cavanaugh has been solid behind the
man Jeff Guest. a junior who transfered from for the Panthers starting all but one game
Lake Land Junior College, is leading the has a .986 fielding percentage.

Blue Demons
stand first in
Ii ne for Eastern
By JEFF GLADE
Associate sports e<frtor

As the semester draws to a close, so
does the Eastern softball team's season.
The Panthers are scheduled to host
DePaul Thursday 10 close out the MidContinent Conference regular season,
before wrapping up with Loyola on
Saturday and Notre Dame on Sunday.
Eastern played DePaul to open the
season at the Missouri Invitational on
March 6 and 7. The Demons dominated the opener, defeating the Panthers
8-1, but Eastern retaliated in the final
game of the tournament, downing
DePaul 7-3.
"We match up with DePaul pretty
weU and they're a hitting ballclub that
can be tough when they get hot ... but
so can we," said Perine. ''They have
Missy Nowak, who is in the top JO in
home runs (for Division I) and a pair
of freshmen in Amber Podlesny and
Michelle Zeiger who are hitting the
ball very well right now.
"The key for us will therefore
remain pretty much the same as it has
been - keep the ball down, be smart
pitching, play solid defense and push

the runs across."
The series with the Demons should
also hold special significance for
Eastern's Missy Porzel, who is scheduled to get the stan in the second game
of the matchup. Porzel was teammates
with DePaul 's Podlesny at Lockport
High School for the past two seasons,
where they formed a 1-2 puch for one
of Illinois top Class AA softball pro-

grams.
The Panthers then host Loyola in a
non-conference matchup. This game
holds special significance for Perine,
as the Loyola coach was Perine's
catcher for a season when she was
pitching at Ohio State. The two have
remained friends and stayed in contact
"We were just talking the other day,
and being friends, were being pretty
honest with each other about our
teams," said Perine. "They're having
an up and down season and having a
lot of problems playing consistantly on
defense. You could say that to describe
us this season too. We seem to match
up pretty well player for player, pitcher
for pitcher, so this should be a pretty
good non-conference battle for us."

• Continued on page 11

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Photo
Junior Dede Odle takes a cur during Wednesday's practice at Lantz softball field. The Panthers
play host to the DePaul Blue DemonsThursday at 2 p.m.

Women to end
painful season
By PETE KATES
Staff writer

A season riddled with injuries
comes to a close for the women's
track ceam on Friday as they travel to Naperville to participate in
the Dr. Kellar Invitational.
Coach John Craft said that
despite the injuries the women
have put together a solid season.
"We've had more injuries this
year, especially to key people,
than I can ever remember having
in one season," said Craft. "But
we've hung in there and have not
given up. We have competed well
week in and week out. and that is
all you can ask for."

Possibly the most devastating
injury was suffered by Kiya
Thomas, the Mid-Continent
Conference champ in cross-country. and the Daily Eastern News'
female athlete of the year.
Thomas injured her knee in a car
accident early in the indoor season and has been sidelined ever
since.
"We were really looking forward to seeing Ki ya run the track
season," said Craft. "She would
have really helped us tremendously in the 1500 and 3000-meter
runs."
Other key athletes have had to
sit out this season, including
Chris Katel and Kim Double. Ti

Nomadic trackste
still roam Midwest
The men's track team roamed the Midwest
like nomads this year.
Since the Mid-Continent Conference championship meet was canceled, the Panthers had
no where they could call home and strut their

Ti Jaye Rhudy
Jaye Rhudy had to sit out much of
the indoor season, and has been
running in pain, having never
fully recovered from her injury.

• Continued on page 1 I

stuff.
The hunger to compete was still strong
however, so they branched out into new territories looking for fresh meat - much as the
Huns did in the Fifth Century.
The barbarian Huns left their Asiatic
dwelling when the unforgiving sands of the
Gobi desert ate up their home land, leaving
them no food to eat.
The same was the case for this year's Panthers when the Mid
took away their pride and joy.
For the past I0 years Eastern has dominated the Mid-Con c
onship meet indoors and out. Five times the Panthers claimed the
title indoors, and seven times did the same outdoors.
• Continued on page I I

